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D. M. Hamby_ (SRTC) and F.W. Whicker (SREL)

The baseline risk assessment [WSRC91] has demonstrated that the

hazard at PAR Pond is solely from external exposure to Cs-137, a
gamma emitting radionuclide. Between 1954 and 1964,

approximately 222 curies of radioactive cesium (Cs-134 and Cs-137)

were released to the Lower Three Runs Creek system from R Reactor

[Ma91]. These releases were associated with leaking fuel and target

slugs in the reactor disassembly basin. Independent studies show

that approximately 45 curies of Cs-137 (half-life of 30 years) still
resides in the sediments of PAR Pond [Wh91; Wi91]; Cs-134 has a

relatively short half-life (2 years) and has decayed to insignificant
quantities since it was released.

Existing data were reviewed and evaluated and eventually formed
the bases for the CERCLA Baseline Risk Assessment. The data were

gathered from several historical documents and annual

environmental reports written by WSRC and DOE [WSRC91]. The data
from these documents indicated that the maximum measured

concentration of Cs-137 in PAR Pond sediments was 122 pCi/gram.
For the purpose of being conservative, it was assumed in the risk

assessment that this historical "hot-spot" concentration was

representative of the entire area of exposed sediments (1300 acres).

Following the PAR Pond drawdown, a number of studies were

initiated to characterize the amount of Cs-137 in the pond, the

amount of Cs-137 in the exposed sediments, and the hazards

associated with radiation exposure at these levels [Ma91; Wh91;

Wh92; Wi91; Ha91; WSRC91]. These studies were focused on

characterizing the radioactive cesium under current conditions and in

much greater detail.
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Measurements of the ambient gamma radiation exposure levels were
made by SREL researchers using a portable 5 cm x 5 cm Nai detector
and integral mode scaler [Wh91]. This instrument was calibrated
against an NIST-traceable Cs-137 source, as well as a calibrated

J

pressurized ion chamber at 31 different locations. Background
radiation (cosmic and terrestrial) was estimated from measurements

at 8 locations near PAR Pond but in areas unaffected by the exposed
sediments or other sources of contamination. The mean background
exposure rate was subtracted from measurements over the exposed
sediments to provide estimates of the net increase due to Cs-137

contamination. More than 85 locations in ali major areas of the pond

were selected for measurements. The net exposure rates generally
ranged from 4 to 11 _R/hr with an average of about 8 I_R/hr [Wh91].

Researchers in the SRTC have conducted studies to assess the amount

of Cs-137 in PAR Pond sediments. An underwater high-purity

germanium detector has been used at numerous sites to depths
greater than 50 feet. It has been estimated that approximately 42.8
curies of Cs-137 resides in ali sediments of PAR Pond with about 9.2

curies being in the sediments exposed (1300 acres) as a result of the
current drawdown [Wi91].

Concentrations of Cs-137 in core samples taken by SREL are in very
good agreement with SRTC estimates. A number of sediment cores

have been collected of both the exposed sediments and the

underwater sediments [Wh91]. These cores, ranging in depths from
16 to 38 cre, show that the mean Cs-137 concentration in the upper
10 cm (where most of the activity resides) is approximately 100
pCi/gram dry weight. Total cesium in each core (in pCi/cm2) was
estimated by summing the quantities in each depth increment. An
overall area-weighted mean, judged to be the most representative
for the entire reservoir (above and below water), was 387 pCi/cm2
which equates to a total of about 44 curies over the entire area of the
pond [Wh91]. (This estimate of total Cs-137 in PAR Pond sediments
agrees very closely with the SRTC estimate.) As for Cs-137 in the
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exposed sediments, the average area concentration in core samples

taken above the water level was 226 pCi/cm 2.

The radiation exposure limit for workers at the Savannah River Site

is currently 3000 mrem per year. Three estimations of the radiation

dose received by workers at PAR Pond are shown below. Each

estimate is made using independently determined exposure rates or
sediment concentrations given above. To be conservative, it is

assumed that workers spend 8 hours/day on the exposed sediments

for a full work-year (250 days); experience shows, however, that the

maximum amount of time spent on the sediments by a PAR Pond
worker is about 1.5 hours/day [Ha92].

1.) For the full-time worker (8 hrs per day), an average (measured)
exposure rate of 8 gR/hr translates to an external dose rate of

approximately 16 mrern/yr.

2.) The exposed sediments (1300 acres) contain approximately 9.2

curies of Cs-137. lt is, therefore, estimated that the average cesium

concentration is 175 pCi/cm 2. The external dose rate to an individual

standing on the sediments is"

D = (175 pO._.__)(6.97x104mrem.cm2 _ (0.7) (2000h_) -- 17mrera/yrcm2 pCi-hr "

The factor of 0.7 accounts for ground roughness since the DOE dose

factor, 6.97x10-5 mrem-em2/pCi-hr, is calculated assuming that

ground contamination is in an infinitely thin plane on the surface
[DOE88].

3.) SREL estimates an average concentration of 226 pCi/cm2 in the
exposed sediments at PAR Pond. The external dose is:

D = (226 P---_) (6.97x10"5mrem'cm2) (0.7) (2000 -_r-_/= 22 mrem/yr
cm'; pCi-hr yr"
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Radiation dose estimates to PAR Pond workers determined using

three different and independent concentration characterization

methods are in close agreement. This agreement provides convincing

evidence that the dose received by PAR Pond workers exposed to the

sediments for an entire work-year is less than 1% of the DOE
radiation limit.

Personnel Protection Requirements

The most hazardous chemical or radiological constituent at PAR Pond

is Cs-137, a gamma emitting radionuclide. As demonstrated above,

the dose received by a hypothetical worker spending 8 hours per
day on PAR Pond sediments is less than 1% of the DOE limit; typically,

the maximum exposure time for researchers on the sediments is

about 1.5 hours per day [Ha92]. Because of the very low exposures,

personnel are not required to wear additional protective items for

the purpose of radiation protection. The only feasible way to reduce

exposure to employees at PAR Pond is to minimize the amount of

time spent on the exposed sediments.

The sediments do not contain sufficient radioactivity to render the...

material monitorable with portable G M survey meters normally used

in health physics practice [Wh92]. However, to provide a record of

exposure, it is recommended that the facility owner (Power

Engineering) maintain a log of entrance and exit times for individual

employees working at PAR Pond. As an additional precaution, it is

recommended that PAR Pond workers wear TLD badges to record

external exposure and obtain FASTSCANs on an annual basis to

detect any internal contamination. Experience has shown, however,

that TLDs, FASTSCANs, and bioassay samples are not likely to yield
positive results [Wh92].

Decontamination

Not only are the doses and health risks from radiation on and around

the PAR Pond reservoir well within DOE and SRS guidelines, the
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potential for surface contamination of equipment, tools, clothing, or
skin is very slight [Wh92]. The radioactive cesium that entered the
Lower Three Runs system is tightly bound to fine sediment particles
with transfer coefficients exceeding 104. This renders the
contamination "non-smearable". Ordinary rinsing removes the

particulates and the radioactivity from smooth surfaces; ordinary
washing removes the material from fabrics. SREL researchers have
smeared and monitored tools used at PAR Pond and have failed to

detect any contamination in several dozen trials.

To eliminate the possibility of tracking any contamination from the
PAR Pond area, it is recommended that employees rinse sediments
from their boots and equipment before leaving. Monitoring prior to
exiting the sediment area is not necessary. GM detectors placed
directly on the more contaminated portions of the PAR Pond mud
flats do not yield readings that are readily distinguishable from
background [Wh92].
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